
Column Column Name Format Description Length limit in 
characters

A FID string
B id string

C api_wellno string
Numeric identifier established by the American Petroleum Institute to wells drilled for oil 
and gas purposes 16

D bht_f decimal Uncorrected temperature (˚F) recorded at the bottom hole of the well. 
E bht_c decimal Uncorrected temperature (˚C) recorded at the bottom hole of the well

F harrison_correction decimal

Bottom hole temperature correction proposed by Harrison et al. (1983) (-
16.51213476+0.01826842109*Depth-0.000002344936959*(Depth)^2). Value rounded to 
nearest tenth.

G harrison_bht_c decimal
Corrected bottom hole temperature (˚C) by applying the Harrison et al. (1983) correction 
to the temperature (˚C) recorded at the bottom hole

H log_depth_f decimal Logger's recorded depth (ft)
I log_depth_m decimal Logger's recorded depth (m)
J tvd_f decimal True vertical depth (ft)
K tvd_m decimal True vertical depth (m)

L calc_depth_m decimal

The calculated depth (m) was assumed to be the lesser of either the logger's recorded 
depth (m), as measured by the well-logger, or the true vertical depth (TVD) (m), as 
reported by the driller.

M harrison_corr_grad_c_km decimal

Calculated or estimated corrected thermal gradient (˚C/km) for the measured depth 
bottom hole temperature. Corrected means that the Harrison et al. (1983) correction was 
applied.

N uncorr_grad decimal

Calculated or estimated uncorrected thermal gradient (˚C/km) for the measured depth 
bottom hole temperature . Uncorrected means that no correction was applied and 
therefore the temperature (˚C) recorded at the bottom hole (bht_c) was used.

O county string Corresponding state county. 64

P cosuna_col string

The Correlation of the Stratigraphic Units of North America (COSUNA) column sections by 
AAPG. (1985). Correlation of Stratigraphic Units of North America Project. The American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists. 8

Q town string Corresponding state town. 64
R permit_number string Log permit number, if available 16
S operator string Well operators, if available 64
T farm_name string Well farm name, if available 64

Cornell University NY and PA Heat Flow Data from BHT Data Contributions

This describes the column order and description for data provided by Cornell University.  These data were provided by 
Cornell to the SMU Geothermal Laboratory as part of the National Geothermal Data System (NGDS) Project sponsored by 
the Department of Energy under grant DE-EE0002852.  Some or all of these data were additionally made available via the 
NGDS through the interactive interface available at the SMU Node of the NGDS (http://geothermal.smu.edu) and/or through 
various 'content models' developed for use in exchanging information across the NGDS.  Additional information on the 
content model formats is available at http://schemas.usgin.org/models/. 

Abstract: The potential to utilize widespread low-grade geothermal resources of the Northeastern U.S. for direct thermal 
use and combined heat and power applications can be realized using technologies embodied in Enhanced Geothermal 
Systems (EGS).  In lower grade regions, accurate knowledge of small variations in temperature gradient will be crucial to 
the economic viability of EGS development.  In order to facilitate EGS project placement and design, this database draws a 
more complete picture of geothermal resources in the Northeastern United States, with a particular focus on New York and 
Pennsylvania, by incorporating thousands of new temperature-depth data collected as a result of continuing drilling for 
unconventional natural gas in the region. The temperature-depth collection was used to compute geothermal gradients, 
surface heat flow, temperature (degrees C) at depths of 3000 m, 4500 m, 6000 m, and 7500 m, and estimated depth (m) to 
the 80 degree C and 150 degree C isotherms. The processes by which these parameters were computed utilizes thermal 
model techniques developed by Southern Methodist University (SMU) Geothermal Laboratory (Blackwell et al., 2010) and 
functional techniques developed by Stutz et al. (2012) to efficiently calculate geothermal parameters from large quantities 
of oil and gas well data. 

This particular set, the Cornell contribution, populates the following NGDS content models, which may be combined with 
other organizations' data when available : 

Description Updated July 21, 2014
Data Set Title:  Compiled Database of Geothermal Resource Assessment for New York State and Pennsylvania

There are no warranties expressed or implied. Decisions made based on the information available should be made after a thorough due diligence by 
the user.

Borehole Temperature Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_borehole_materialized.zip (>73 MB)

Heat Flow Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_heatflow_materialized.zip (>60 MB)

Well Header Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_wellheader_materialized.zip (>350 MB)

The Cornell Compiled Database of Geothermal Resource Assessment for New York State and Pennsylvania dataset is 
available in multiple export formats at http://geothermal.smu.edu:9000/geoserver/web (select 'Layer Preview' under 'Data').  
The csv version is available at http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/staging.cornell_well_view_materialized.zip.

Disclaimer
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U td_date date Total depth completion date 10
V log_date date Log completion date 10
W comp_date date Well completion date 10
X well_type string Well type codes; from http://esogis.nysm.nysed.gov/WellTypeCodes.cfm 64

Y well_status string Well status codes; from http://esogis.nysm.nysed.gov/WellActivityStatusCodes.cfm 64
Z well_nm string Well name 64
AA elevation decimal Elevation (ft); ground level 
AB field string Well field 64
AC pool string Name of hydrocarbon accumulation 64
AD municipality string Municipality for respective location of well 64
AE quad string USGS Quadrangle 64
AF map_section integer AMS (Army Map Service)

AG tdform string Geologic formation in which temperature was measured at total depth, if available 64

AH intervalID string

API number followed by a, b, c, etc. to indicate multiple values for the same wellbore, with 
"a" having the deepest value.  For instance, different depth and/or temperature values, 
different thermal conductivity and/or basement depth values, etc. will lead to different 
interval heat flow values. An intervalID with an ‘a’ at the end will be considered to contain 
‘site heat flow’ values and intervalID with anything other than ‘a’ will be considered to 
contain ‘interval heat flow’ values.  If there is only a single interval, intervalID will have an 
‘a’ at the end and will represent the ‘site heat flow’ information.

AI SiteHeatFlow_mw_m2 decimal

Highest confidence site value for heat flow based on all available intervals, corrections, 
quality confidence, etc.  Value used for Heat Flow maps.  Units are mW/m2. The highest 
confidence heat flow value was determined by wells with API number followed by heat 
flow quality code "a". Heat flow quality code "a" represents the deepest well 
measurement, if multiple well measurements available. When there is only a single 
interval, SiteHeatFlow will = IntervalHeatFlow.  See heat_flow_mw_m2 for the interval 
value. 

AJ SiteValueMethod string

Description of method used to determine site values.  Single value, Mean Average, 
average after removal of specific 'outlier' interval values, etc. Single value means that the 
"SiteHeatFlow_mw_m2" was used.

AK IntervalHF_QualityCode string

Quality Code to indicate confidence of the heat flow value for well. To assign the quality 
codes the Boxplot rule was applied. Boxplots defines “outliers” as values farther than 
1.5(q0.75 - q0.25) from the closest fourth. The lower fourth or lower quartile is described 
by q0.25 and the upper fourth or upper quartile is described by q0.75. BHT-C = data points 
representing regional heat flow values. BHT-X = data points values farther than 1.5(q0.75 - 
q0.25) from the closest fourth. 

AL decimal_longitude decimal Longitude (decimal degrees) in WGS84
AM decimal_latitude decimal Latitude (decimal degrees) in WGS84

AN sed_thickness_m decimal

Estimated regional sedimentary basin thickness (m). Computed from the Basement map of 
North America published by the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG, 
1978). Basement map of North America. The American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists, scale 1:5,000,000.

AO Interval_heat_flow_mw_m2 decimal Estimated corrected interval heat flow (mW/m2) for the measured depth of bottom hole

AP average_conductivity decimal
Estimated thermal rock conductivity (W/mK) for measured depth of bottom hole in units of 
Watts per meter Kelvin

AQ data_source string Data sources from participating organizations 64
AR calc_basement_heat_prod decimal Estimated basement radiogenic heat production (μW/m3)
AS temp_est_1500m decimal Estimated temperature (˚C) at depth of 1500 m
AT temp_est_3000m decimal Estimated temperature (˚C) at depth of 3000 m
AU temp_est_4500m decimal Estimated temperature (˚C) at depth of 4500 m
AV temp_est_6000m decimal Estimated temperature (˚C) at depth of 6000 m

AW temp_est_7500m decimal Estimated temperature (˚C) at depth of 7500 m
AX temp_est_10000m decimal Estimated temperature (˚C) at depth of 10000 m
AY est_depth_150c decimal Estimated depth (m) to the 150 (˚C) 
AZ est_depth_80c decimal Estimated depth (m) to the 80 (˚C) 

BA shape string
Point coordinates for longitude and latitude using WGS84 Spatial Referencing 
System
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